Abstract-Video segmentation and keyframe extraction are the basis of Content-based Video Retrieval (CBVR), in which keyframe selection is at the very core of CBVR. At shot level, key-frame extraction provides sufficient indexing and browsing of large video databases. In this paper, we proposed two improved approaches of key-frame extraction for video summarization. In our first synthesis method based on histogram-based method and pixel-based method, videos were firstly segmented into shots according to video content, by our improved histogram-based method, with the use of histogram intersection and nonuniform partitioning and weighting. Then, the obtained results are secondly detected to optimize the results. On the other hand, we realized an improved clustering algorithm for video shot segmentation, in consideration of video characteristics. Within each shot, key-frames were determined with the calculation of image entropy of every frame in HSV colour space. Our simulation results in section 4 prove that extracted key frames with our method are compact and faithful to the original video. Moreover, according to the types of test videos, different methods for shot segmentation are highly recommended.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of multimedia technology, video data are highly increased, and Content-based Video Retrieval [1, 2] is widely used. Key-frame extraction is the foundation of video content analysis and Contentbased Video Retrieval. Key-frames of one shot could reflect the main content of the shot, under the circumstances of large video data and limited memory size, storing key-frames would compress redundant video data. Therefore, in the field of video retrieval, the problem of key-frame extraction is of great importance.
Video summarization based on key-frame is an effective method of video indexing and retrieval, presenting users with the selected key-frames as video summary [3] , in order to help them understand and perceive video basic content. From the visual point of view, video summarization based on key-frames is more intuitive and could express the content of test video better than traditional video summarization in the form of title. Also, video summarization based on key-frames is the basis of other static video summarization, and is of reference value for dynamic thumbnail video. Therefore, for years it has been permanently focused on from the field of video content analysis [4] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the former related work. Video shot detection and inter-shot key-frame extraction are detailed in section 3. Section 4 presents some opposite experimental results. Section 5 acts as the conclusion of the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Several mechanisms have been proposed to extract key-frames [5] . Yeung et al. (1995) introduces toleranceband into key-frame extraction. The method regards the first frame as the first key-frame, then for the following frames, the distance between every following frame and the last key-frame is compared with certain threshold value and intended for determining whether it's the new key-frame. One of the possible approaches by Zhang and Hanjalic et al. (1999) for key-frame selection is to divide the consecutive sequence of frames into M clusters (M is pre-determined), and select the frames nearest to the corresponding cluster centers as the key-frames, while the method is of high time complexity [6] .
The drawback to most of these approaches is that most of them over-depend on the semantic structure of specific video and parameter settings, such as threshold, it's also difficult to set a suitable interval of time, or frames. Moreover, high time and computation complexity are also concerns.
III. SHOT DETECTION
Shot is defined as a group of correlative continuous frames shot continuously by a camera shot, which is used for showing a group of motion continuous in time or space. The ideal video shot detection is a process of semantic analysis, but as the current algorithms couldn't analyze video semantics well, most algorithms segment shots based on the low-level features [7] of the position of video shot transition(such as colour, contour, texture, roughness, etc.). Generally, shot transitions will lead to obvious changes of low-level features of video content, abrupt changes [8, 9] of colour distribution for example. However, in some special cases, for instance, for video transitions of gradual changes [9] (a generic tem of a variety of shot changes, such as fade in, fade off, dissolve, etc.), low-level features changes are gradual and unobvious, usually lasting several frames. In addition, in one shot, video content changes and noise may cause large changes of low-level features. As a result, under extreme conditions of fast motion in a video and radical ray changes and in the process of gradual change, many algorithms are far from satisfactory.
The most-used method of shot detection is to calculate the frame differences of low-level features between every two continuous frames, then compare the differences with the preset or self-adaptive threshold [10] thus the best combination of frame differences and threshold is the key to video shot detection.
A. Histogram Quantizing based on HSV Colour Space
Generally, it is the three colour values of RGB space that are directly obtained from images, while there are some disadvantages for the RGB space. For instance, different images are possible to have the same colour histogram, while the improvement of histogram partitioning is complicated, and it's also difficult to determine the block size.
Compared to the RGB colour space model, the HSV space model could embody the location of an image better. Moreover, if we computer histogram with properly quantized HSV space, the amount of calculation would be lessened greatly. Thus, with the view of saving memory space and decrease computation complexity, HSV space is nonuniformly quantized [11] according to human colour perception, dividing the hue space into 8 parts, saturation space and value space both 3 parts. And a one-dimensional eigenvector is introduced to simplify the colour feature according to the quantizing levels of H, S and V elements.
Where Q S and Q V denote the quantizing levels of element S and V. Here
, then the above formula is indicated as follows:
(2) The three elements of H, S and V distribute in a onedimensional eigenvector. In terms of the above formula,
G ∈ , which means obtaining a one-dimensional histogram of 72 bins through the calculation of G .
B. Improved Methods for Video Shot Detection
First, our synthesis method based on histogram-based method and pixel-based method is introduced as below.
Histogram-based methods are the most common-used methods to calculate frame differences. Since color histograms take no account of the location information of given pixels, histogram-based methods are not sensitive to the motion of objects/camera.
There are many applications of histograms. Here we follow the form of frame histogram intersection [8] , which could be computed in many different ways.
Since color histograms only record the amount of colour information, without consideration of the location information of given pixels, images with similar color histograms can have dramatically different appearances. Therefore, we improve our histogram-based method with the preprocessing of nonuniform partitioning and weighting, hence the obtained results are more relevant to human visual cognition than the traditional global histogram-based method.
Moreover, in order to improve the recall and precision [12] of shot detection, after detecting shots with our improved histogram-based method, the results are filtered by pixel-based method, which could further decrease the miss detection that have possibly been caused by histogram-based method.
Also, we realized an improved clustering algorithm comparatively. The fundamental idea of traditional clustering algorithm [13] is as below: Start from an initial cluster, and distribute each element of the sample set among some cluster, in order to meet the requirements of the system or user. However, as the traditional method compares one frame with every known shot and takes the frame into the most similar shot, the traditional clustering tends to discontinuous frame numbers and false drop.
Therefore, we improved the traditional clustering algorithm with the following measures: When a new shot appeared, the shots that are already segmented wouldn't be taken into account. With regards to this, we introduced a reference Boolean variance access into the traditional clustering algorithm. It means shots are all already segmented when access equals to 0, while shots are not yet segmented when access equals to 1. Also, we apply the HSV colour space, and compute the similarity between the undetected frame and the last shot by use of the weighting in the three colour channels of H, S and V.
For the video sequence } ,..., ,
projected it into the HSV colour space, and nonuniformly quantized the H, S and V element, thus the histograms could be established as follows: is a 3-dimensional array, corresponding to the histograms of the three elements H, S and V. Then the similarity between the current frame and shots on the H, S and V elements are defined as follows:
Therefore, our improved clustering algorithm could be described as follows:
(1) Take the first frame f 1 as the first shot, with itself being the inter-class center, and for the shot, 1 . (2) , otherwise the process is over.
From the description of our improved clustering algorithm, we can see that our improved algorithm avoid the problem of discontinuous frame in shots and false drop efficiently. And our following experiments also show that our algorithm could get better results.
Further, for the situation of violent illumination change especially flashlight [10] , since it usually only sustain several frames, and in terms of the function of human visual persistence for the visual media such as animation, movie, etc, the shots whose frames are lower than 20 are reclassified into the former shots, which also corresponds to characteristics of human vision.
IV. IMPROVED ENTROPY METHOD FOR KEY-FRAME EXTRACTION
The present algorithms of key-frame extraction are divided into 3 classes: first, extract key-frames according to shot boundaries. In the method, take the first frame (or the first frame and last frame) as the key-frame of the shot, so it is easy to implement, but the result is not reliable; second, extract key-frames according to the distances between every adjacent two frames. If one distance is above the threshold preset by users, then it's considered that there appeared a new key-frame; third, extract key-frames according to motion analysis. Calculate the optical flow by Horn-Schunck algorithm, sum up the modulus of optical flow elements of every pixel, and regard the sum as the motion quantity of the
Then find out the local minimum of ( ) k M , and the frame with the local minimum is considered as a keyframe.
Analyze the above-mentioned three kinds of methods: since in many cases, the first or last frame is not the keyframe, the main content of video shots couldn't be obtained efficiently with the first method; in the second method, the only criteria is the distances between every adjacent two frames, so in many cases, some real keyframes are missed, especially for gradual changes; while in the third method, the computation complexity is high, and the computed local minimum is not always accurate.
After video shot segmentation, the next step is to extract key-frames from segmented shots, which is used for describing main contents of shots. Key-frame (also known as representative frame) is the key image frame used for describing a shot, which always reflect the main content of a shot. Key-frame reduces the data size of video index greatly, and provides an organization structure for video retrieval and browsing. Due to its characteristics, we should "put quantity before quality" for key-frame extraction.
While common-used key-frame extraction methods are referred to in section 2, here we introduce the image entropy into key-frame extraction [14] . Information entropy is first proposed by Shannon in 1948, which is a probability density function of random variable. For an image, its histogram is always considered as the probability density function. Suppose hk denotes the proportion of pixels with the value k in the whole image. In addition, a constraint is plus: if 0 ＝ hk , then 0 log ＝ h k . Thus, the image entropy could be formulated
In our case with HSV colour space, as the hue space is divided into 8 parts, saturation space and value space both 3 parts, then for the three separate elements, according to the above formula, the histogram feature drops from n dimension to one dimension. The whole image entropy is always computed by the following formula:
Here, as human are most sensitive to the H element, we set β α ≥ , γ α ≥ . In our case, corresponding to the quantizing scales of HSV colour space as is referred to in section 3.1, we suppose α , β , γ at the rate of 9:3:1.
Finally, regard the frame with the largest image entropy in one shot as the key-frame. In this case, the extracted key-frames could stand for the substantive information of shots more efficiently.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Considering the generality of video materials, we select 4 types of 5 videos as test videos, which are advertisement, news, music and preview videos. Generally, the two parameters of recall and precision [12] are used to measure algorithms of video shot detection.
Here, in order to assess the improvement of our methods compared with traditional methods such as histogram-based method and pixel-based method, we also do the tests based on those methods. The contrast is as follows: From the statistics of the table 1, we can see that the detection precision with our synthesis method (based on histogram-based method and pixel-based method) is higher than the two traditional methods. However, the detection recall is subject to the results of the two methods respectively. While our improved clustering method, compared to the traditional clustering method, also improved the precision to a certain degree. Take the last music video "Taiyou no Uta_clip" for instruction, as there are plenty of abrupt scene changes, some inter-shot illumination changes, abrupt shot moves and gradual changes (suppose the frames before, in and after one gradual change belong to different shots), there exist miss detections to different degrees with all the methods. However, our two improved method is of simple principle and not difficult to realize, moreover it is of low computational complexity, and enhance the detection precision to a certain degree without increasing the time and computational complexity greatly.
In addition, we also do tests for the situation of continuous shooting, which is supposed to be one type of gradual change that there is only one shot in these videos. Such a video will be exemplified by our two improved methods as follows: From the above experiment results, we can see that the key-frames extracted with our entropy method could represent the shot content better, and the key-frame distribution is the most uniform of all the methods of key-frame extraction.
Therefore, on the whole, our set of improved keyframe extraction method could meet the demands of video shot detection and key-frame extraction better. As our synthesis method of shot detection is combined with blocked weighting histogram intersection and a second detection of pixel-based methods, also considering the effects of flashlight, the recall and precision is improved greatly though the time computation complexity is still low, and thus promote the accuracy of key-frame extraction. For our improved clustering algorithm, due to improvements to the defects when traditional clustering is applied to shot detection, it could get better results for some kinds of videos.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present improved algorithms of keyframe extraction based on video segmentation. As the pretreatment of key-frame extraction, we improve the traditional histogram algorithm for video shot detection, combined with frame histograms intersection, blocked weighting, etc. Moreover, pixel-based methods are made use of to do a post processing. Experiment results show that compared to the traditional histogram-based method and pixel-based method, our improved algorithm improves the recall and precision of shot detection to a certain degree, and further, extracted key-frames with the entropy method could represent the contents of video shots better.
